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Its okay for a commercial outline but you really need to play the professor, not the subject. If you

want another study aif lying around (i.e. for some last minute cramming in the bathroom) buy this.

But DO NOT expect this little study chart to get you an A.I gave it five stars because it is good for

what it is. It has all the key terms, it is laminated, and it is very sturdy. Once again though, don't

expect this to get you an A.For 5 bucks, its worth it. even if you learn one little thing from it, it might

help your grade (most law schools grade on a curve).

You can pretty much get a college education with these Quick Study sheets. Just pick your subject

and read. These are basically checklists of all the material you are expected to learn throughout the

courses. I love these things!

This is very useful for a basic overview of Torts. It is useful to both the beginner or someone with

experience who needs to refer back quickly to see required elements of meeting certain criteria.

As a paralegal, these notes come in handy. I like that it's not intense reading. Everything is at a

glance. I don't do without them. I have the entire collection

Totally saved me from failing class. This was so helpful that my professor asked for the information

to retain copies or as to how the students can obtain a copy.

This Tort Laminated Reference Chart is packed with information and is a pretty good reference

chart to refresh your memory on the different causes of action.

Quick and to the point. This helped to clarify some issues I had with first year Torts and is useful for

recalling concepts from the past.

Pathetic. I want to to return and they are charging me more for the label than evn the price I bought

it for. I am really shocked.
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